GFF Gingerbread House Pattern
Prints on 8.5” x 11” plain paper.
A
(left front of house)

D
(Front
center
piece)

E
(right front of house)
F
(right side of house)

B
(left side of house)
C
(back of house)

This pattern was inspired by
RetroRenovation.com's Christmas Ranch
#3 pattern. For more pattern inspiration,
visit RetroRenovation.com/Holiday.

GFF Gingerbread House Pattern (roof)
Prints on 8.5” x 11” plain paper.

G
(left side, roof)

This pattern was inspired by
RetroRenovation.com's Christmas Ranch
#3 pattern. For more pattern inspiration,
visit RetroRenovation.com/Holiday.

H
(right side, roof)

GFF Gingerbread House Pattern
(directions)Prints on 8.5” x 11” plain paper.

DIRECTIONS:
Step 1: Print and cut out all the pieces on this document.
Step 2: Roll out Gingerbread Cookie dough (recipe at
gffmag.com) to 1/4-inch thickness. Lay the cut out
pattern pieces over the dough and trace them with a
knife to create dough pieces in the correct shapes.
Step 3: Bake as indicated in the recipe.
CONSTRUCTION
You will need gingerbread cookie dough (recipe at
gffmag.com), a pastry bag of Royal Icing (recipe at
gffmag.com), and your choice of candy, colored icing,
or both.
Step 1: On a platter or dry surface, stand the cookie shape
A up facing you. Add shape B (the left side) and shape C
(back) so they form 3 sides of the house. Make sure the
roof pitch of the back of the house matches the front.
Fuse the edges together using Royal Icing and let dry.

Step 2: Stand up cookie shape D lengthwise with the
slanted end up and, using Royal Icing, adhere it to the
right front side of the house so the flat side of the cookie is
parallel to cookie shape B.
Step 3: Finish the front of the house; Using icing, adhere
cookie shape E, slanted edge up, to the back edge of
Shape D so that the flat side of shape E faces the same
direction as shape A.

Step 4: With Royal Icing, adhere the right exterior side
wall (shape F). Let dry.
Step 5: Use the icing to attach the roof pieces; place
shape G on top of the left side of the house and shape H
over the right side.
Step 6: Once the house is dry, decorate with candy!

